MEMORIALS
2021-2022
Commemorating lives lived

The fees quoted in this catalogue include GST and are effective from 1 July 2021.
Considerable care has been taken during the preparation of this catalogue to photograph and portray the
various memorials as accurately as possible. However, in some instances the actual memorials may not be
identical to those pictured in this catalogue. Whilst we endeavour to have all memorials listed available for
purchase, we cannot guarantee availability all year round.

CEMETERY LOCATIONS FOR CREMATION MEMORIALS:

Karrakatta Cemetery
Railway Road Karrakatta WA

Pinnaroo Valley Memorial Park
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www.mcb.wa.gov.au
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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This guide has been designed to help in the
selection of a suitable memorial to honour
and remember someone close to you.
We hope the information in this guide will help
you with important decisions during a difficult
time. We encourage you to make an appointment
with our client service staff to discuss the type of
memorial best suited to your needs.
We can be contacted at the following times:
Karrakatta
8.30 am to 5.00 pm weekdays
Saturdays 8.30 am to 12.30 pm
Telephone: 1300 793 109

Pinnaroo (Midland & Guildford)
8.30 am to 5.00 pm weekdays
Saturdays 8.30 am to 12.30 pm
Telephone: 1300 793 109

Fremantle
8.30 am to 5.00 pm weekdays
Saturdays 8.30 am to 12.30 pm
Telephone: 1300 793 109

Rockingham
8.30 am to 3.30 pm weekdays
Telephone: 1300 793 109

Our client service staff will be pleased to assist you in completing a Request for Memorial Form, in
order to ensure that all details of your request are correct. Please note that full payment is required
when memorial selection is finalised. The following forms of payment are accepted: EFTPOS, Visa,
Mastercard, BPAY and bank transfer. Please note we do not accept cash or cheque payments.
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YOUR GUIDE TO SELECTING
A MEMORIAL
The Metropolitan Cemeteries Board offers a selection of
memorials throughout our six cemeteries. This guide has
been divided into separate sections for each cemetery.
Using the references below, please turn to the section
that outlines the memorial options at your cemetery of
choice. If you have not already chosen the cemetery in
which you wish to memorialise, please read the entire
document to assist with the selection process.

MEMORIAL INFORMATION
Karrakatta Cemetery
Pinnaroo Valley Memorial Park

PAGE
6
18

Fremantle Cemetery

26

Midland and Guildford Cemeteries

35

Rockingham Regional Memorial Park

40

Plaque Inscription Guidelines and Information

45

Additional Options

50

Each memorial incorporates a specific plaque.
Please refer to the Inscription Guidelines section
(page 45) for information regarding the word
capacity for each plaque.
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WHAT IS A MEMORIAL?
A memorial is an enduring tribute to a person who has died. It provides tangible evidence
of a life lived, and a sense of focus for the bereaved to remember and reflect.
A memorial plays an important role
in the grieving process. It forms a
link between the past, present and
future, helping to unify families and
generations.
Every cemetery managed by the
Metropolitan Cemeteries Board
offers a variety of memorial options.
Memorials have been developed to
ensure that there is a wide range
of both traditional and innovative
memorial options to suitably
commemorate a life. This catalogue is
your guide to these options.
Our experienced staff members will
be pleased to assist you with this
important decision.

WHEN IS A MEMORIAL
APPROPRIATE?

WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS FOR
PLACEMENT OF ASHES?

A memorial is most often associated
with the placement of cremated
remains (ashes) in a cemetery.
The interval between cremation
and the creation of a memorial
can vary – some people choose to
place a memorial very soon after the
cremation, while others may wish to
take more time to make a decision on
this very private matter.

• Placement in a cemetery in
conjunction with a memorial
• Placement in a new or existing
family grave (in some instances a
new memorial may be placed on
the gravesite)
• Scattering in a cemetery or other
location
• Placement in an urn or other
receptacle to keep at home or in
another location.

WHAT HAPPENS TO ASHES
AFTER CREMATION?
Ashes are placed in a container
and kept in a secure storage area
until we receive written instructions
from the administrator of the funeral.
The administrator is the person who
applied for the ‘Permit to Cremate’.
The Metropolitan Cemeteries Board
will hold the ashes at no charge
to you for six months. After that
time, a holding fee applies. Ashes
not collected after 12 months are
scattered within the cemetery grounds.
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It is possible to have more than one
option. For instance, you may prefer
to take the ashes home with you, or
arrange for a scattering in a location of
your choice and also have a memorial
in a cemetery.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO DIVIDE
ASHES IN ORDER TO SELECT
MORE THAN ONE OPTION?

HOW LONG DOES A
MEMORIAL REMAIN IN THE
CEMETERY?

DOES THE MEMORIAL
PLAQUE NEED SPECIAL
PROTECTION?

Yes – in fact many families are
requesting division of ashes in
order to increase their options for
memorialisation. For example, by
dividing ashes:
• You may have memorials for the
deceased in two cemeteries
(appropriate if bereaved family
members live in different locations)
• You may have a memorial in a
public cemetery and also retain
ashes at home
• You may wish to scatter a portion
of the ashes in one location and
arrange for the other portion to be
placed with a memorial or retained
in an urn or keepsake.

The standard tenure for all memorials
is 25 years.

Bronze memorial plaques are finished
with a special coating which protects
the original finish for several years.
Once the protective coating has worn
away, the beautiful patina of aged
bronze develops, giving the plaque
an antique look that will last for many
years. To preserve the special coating,
a polish is available to purchase from
our offices.

CAN I PURCHASE A
MEMORIAL BEFORE IT IS
NEEDED?
With the increasing popularity of
pre-purchased funeral plans, it is
indeed possible to purchase your
memorial location in advance. Plaques
are purchased at the time of need.

ONCE THE MEMORIAL IS
READY, WHO PLACES IT?
Metropolitan Cemeteries Board staff
place the memorial in the location of
your choice. Family and friends are
welcome to attend, although there is
no obligation to be present. Should
the family wish to attend, a fee will
apply.

MAY I VIEW THE MEMORIAL
AND LOCATION BEFORE I
DECIDE?
Of course. Sample memorials are
available for viewing during business
hours and Saturday mornings at the
Karrakatta, Pinnaroo, Fremantle and
Rockingham Cemeteries. Our staff will
also be pleased to show you locations
of interest in the cemeteries before
you make your selection. This is done
during your memorial appointment.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO
PERSONALISE A PLAQUE?
Some of the available plaques
provide the opportunity to use special
emblems, borders, fonts, photographs,
granite bases, backgrounds or
additional lines of inscription to create
a personalised memorial.

ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL
GUIDELINES REGARDING
PLACEMENT OF FLOWERS
AND OTHER TRIBUTES ON
A MEMORIAL?
In the interests of safety and the
environment, we ask that visitors to
our memorial gardens observe some
basic guidelines.
Depending on the location, visitors
may place fresh or artificial flowers
at memorials in vases supplied free
of charge by the Board. Please do
not use more than two vases at each
memorial. Glass vases, receptacles
or figurines are not permitted in any
areas of the memorial gardens as
these items can be a safety hazard.
Our detailed flower and ornament
policies are available from
Metropolitan Cemeteries Board
Offices or by visiting our website at
www.mcb.wa.gov.au

For those families wanting to ensure
that they are able to memorialise
adjacent to an existing family memorial,
it is advisable to purchase this position
concurrently with the first position.
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KARRAKATTA

THE TREE OF LIFE

CONTEMPLATION GARDENS

Hand carved from the finest granite, the Tree of Life supports a
number of bronze leaves each of which provides a heartfelt way
to commemorate the life of a loved one within the classic gardens
of Karrakatta.

Splendid memorial gardens within the Karrakatta Grounds.

Limestone Reflection Walls, a popular choice for many years, are offered in both
single and dual sizes. A limited number of waterside memorial locations are
situated along the edges of small ornamental ponds. The Garden of Remembrance
memorial; a small and thoughtful commemoration, is offered in several locations.
Garden Ground Niche memorials are also available.

Placed for those families who have
decided to retain the ashes of a loved
one at home or to have scattered them
in a place of significance, the tree
provides a tranquil place for friends
and family to focus, visit and reflect.

Trees, including a selection of vibrant frangipani trees, are also offered for
those families wishing to establish a memorial that can become a site of crossgenerational import.

Designed to preserve the memory of a
loved one for the many generations that
follow, each autumn coloured bronze
leaf is complemented by a perpetual
record within the cemetery registers.
So as to establish a site of crossgenerational import, some families opt
to purchase an entire branch.
The Tree of Life is centrally located in
Lance Howard Gardens alongside the
path to the Infants’ Butterfly Garden.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Bronze leaf

From traditional shrubs to the large Moreton Bay Fig and Eucalypt Tree that
provide welcome shade in summer months, Contemplation Gardens offers
families a range of memorials within an outstanding environment.

$622.00

Plaques are offered in Traditional Brown, Maroon, Dark Green or
Heritage Green only.

J

Garden of Remembrance
Reflection Wall (single)
Large Reflection Wall (single or dual)
Pond Reflection Wall (single)
Large Reflection Wall – second inscription
(replace plaque)
Large Reflection Wall – second inscription
(detachable plate)
Garden Ground Niche

$761.00

$1471.00

$2895.00

$2585.00
$1078.00

A
D
F
D

$428.00
$1852.00

E
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KARRAKATTA

GRANITE SEATS

GARDEN GROUND NICHE

The unique beauty of natural stone provides a timeless and
enduring way to commemorate a loved one through the range
of Granite Memorial Seats.

The Garden Ground Niche is a larger size memorial that has been
a popular memorialisation choice for many families.

A memorial seat provides family and friends with a tranquil place for reflection
and commemoration amongst the beautiful gardens of Western Australia’s largest
cemetery. Up to four people can be commemorated on each seat.
Granite Memorial Seats are available for purchase at a variety of differing garden
locations. The purchase price includes one 229 x 229mm plaque that can
be affixed to the seat or placed underneath. A range of additional plaques are
offered for those families wishing to place a larger plaque on their seat (additional
charges apply).
Six different granite colour options are available.

The Garden Ground Niche is available in a variety of native and exotic gardens
across the cemetery. The Ground Niche is also available as a Rose Ground
Niche throughout select rose gardens at Karrakatta. For specific information on
purchasing a Rose Ground Niche, please refer to page 16 of this guide.
For those wishing to plan for the future, it is often advisable to purchase the
position adjacent to your first niche. This will enable family members to be
commemorated side by side.
Garden Ground Niches are provided with a standard concrete base.
The introduction of granite bases for ground niches has become a popular option
and allows families to add the look of natural stone to their memorial. Granite
colour samples are reproduced on page 53 of this guide.
Further details regarding plaque options can be found on pages 52–55.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
First inscription (includes 229 x 229mm plaque)

$8201.00

E

Please be sure to mention your colour preference when scheduling your memorial
appointment.
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PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Garden Ground Niche plaque
(includes concrete base)
Granite base (optional)

$1852.00
$486.00

E

KARRAKATTA

GARDEN OF REMEMBRANCE
Gardens of Remembrance are located throughout Karrakatta
Cemetery and offer an impressive range of garden styles and
features for memorialisation.

BILL MANNERS WALK

FAMILY ESTATES

This glade-like garden is a peaceful
sanctuary shaded by a canopy of
peppermint trees. These estates can
accommodate multiple memorials
and can be personalised accordingly.

From magnificent displays of cypress trees overlooking lush garden plantings, to
waterwise native gardens that are ideally suited to our warm climate.
Dependent on garden location, there are generally several plaque options to
choose from.

Planted with tropical ferns and flowering
exotic plants, the garden is divided by a
paved pathway with memorial locations
arranged on both sides. The memorial
locations, or Family Estates, measure from
3.6m² to 8.75m².
Most locations offer space for a minimum of
four plaques, with some locations offering
up to ten positions. Our staff are able to
advise you regarding all the characteristics
of each Estate.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES FROM

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Bronze plaque
Chrome anodised plaque

$761.00
$705.00

A
I

2 x 2.4m (includes one 143 x 117mm plaque and
granite base)
2.5 x 3.5m (includes one 143 x 117mm plaque and
granite base)
Upgrade to 229 x 229mm plaque with granite base
Additional inscriptions (143 x 117mm plaque and
granite base)
Additional inscriptions (229 x 229mm plaque and
granite base)

$8411.00
$10,873.00
$719.00

C
C
E

$942.00
$1445.00
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KARRAKATTA

DISPLAY NICHES
Display niches are a tasteful way to commemorate a loved one.
Each display niche comprises a single compartment in which families can inter ashes and/or display memorabilia. A variety of urns for display are available for perusal at
our offices (charges apply), however families are welcome to provide their own urn. Initial placement of the urn and any memorabilia is incorporated within the purchase
price. Each niche is provided with a standard 125 x 75mm silver anodised plaque.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Display Niche (Chapel Precinct)
Display Niche (All Saints Mausoleum)
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$4211.00
$4640.00

L
L

KARRAKATTA

MEMORIAL GRANITE ROCKS

COLUMBARIUM MEMORIALS

A Memorial Rock with a bronze plaque is a bold and naturally
distinctive commemorative feature.
With no two rocks being identical,
they are a unique way to
commemorate a loved one.

The Karrakatta Columbarium is an enclosed garden within the
historical precinct of the cemetery.

Memorial rocks are available in two categories;
standard and large.

Columbarium Niche Walls provide a traditional memorial option.
If wishing to plan for the future, it is advisable to purchase the second position
concurrently with the first. The double size plaque base can accommodate
a single plaque on its own, with the second plaque added to the base plate
when required.

Columbarium Ground Niche memorials are arranged around a central feature.
Due to variations in rock texture and the danger
Many families opt to purchase a granite base with their Columbarium Ground Niche.
of rocks fracturing with repeated plaque
applications, only one plaque can be affixed to
each rock. For standard rocks, the 229 x 229mm
plaque is utilised. For large rocks, families can
choose between the 229 x 229mm plaque or
the 381 x 216mm plaque. All plaques placed at
the base of the rock should be the same size.
Each memorial rock equates to four memorial
positions.
If the rocks that are currently available are not to
your liking, we are able to offer a customisation service*. Further details regarding
personalised memorials is available on page 51 of this guide.
Please note: Supply of suitable granite rocks varies considerably. Although
the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board endeavours to have all sizes available,
sometimes we are unable to do so.
* Additional charges apply.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Standard Rocks
Large Rocks

$7104.00
$11,055.00

E
E or H

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Niche Wall (single)
Niche Wall (double)
2nd inscription
Columbarium Ground Niche
Granite base (optional)

$713.00
$958.00
$542.00
$1266.00
$486.00

C
G
E
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KARRAKATTA

MEMORIAL WALLS
Memorial Walls, situated amongst the lush and serene garden
settings at Karrakatta, afford a prominent position for a double
or single memorial plaque. The ashes are placed in the garden
adjacent to the plaque position.
The Memorial Wall Plaque is crafted from high quality bronze and is available
in a range of plaque colours.
For those wishing to plan for the future, it is often advisable to purchase the
position adjacent to your first plaque. This will enable family members to be
commemorated side by side.
Those who choose to purchase the adjacent position may wish to install a double
sized base plate. This base can accommodate a single plaque on its own, with the
second plaque added to the base plate when required.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Single plaque
Double plaque
Second inscription

12

$1007.00
$1450.00
$419.00

C
G

KARRAKATTA

FAMILY SHRUBS & TREES
A native or exotic shrub or tree creates a unique living memorial for an individual or a group of up to four. There is a wide selection of
shrubs and trees to choose from at Karrakatta Cemetery. A popular choice for those seeking a unique memorial option, a number of
classical standard style propagations, including Grevilleas, Cumquats, Rosemary and Olive plants are also offered. To simplify your
selection, we have divided shrubs and trees into the categories of small trees/large shrubs, medium trees and large trees.
Memorial shrubs and trees can accommodate up to four
positions. A variety of plaque options are available, although
the same size plaque should be used for all memorials
beneath the one plant. The purchase price incorporates a
143 x 117mm plaque for smaller trees/shrubs and a 229 x
229mm plaque for the medium and large trees.
It is possible to personalise plaques with the addition of
emblems, borders, photographs and different fonts.
Several plaques are also available from within the Custom
Series range. Further information regarding Custom Series
pricing can be found at “Custom Plaques” on page 55 of
this guide.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Smaller Trees/Large Shrubs
Medium Trees
Large Trees
Standard Propagation (Shrub) –
143 x 117mm plaque
Standard Propagation (Shrub) –
229 x 229mm plaque

$15,326.00

C
E
E

$7260.00

C

$7477.00

E

$5766.00
$8424.00
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KARRAKATTA

NICHE WALLS

BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE

A traditional option for the placement of ashes.
The Niche Wall Memorial Plaque is made of durable bronze and is available
in single and double sizes. If wishing to plan for the future, it is advisable to
purchase the second position concurrently with the first. The double size can
accommodate a single plaque on its own, with the second plaque added to
the base plate when required. Please note that the double plaque can only be
accommodated on select walls.

Housed within a tastefully appointed enclosure in the centre
of Karrakatta’s historic precinct, the Book of Remembrance is
a thoughtful way to commemorate a life.
Each page is dedicated to a day of the year, and the pages are turned to
correspond with the current date.
You can designate a preferred memorialisation date – for instance, it may coincide
with the anniversary of the person’s death, or their birthday, or any
other significant date.
The inscriptions are prepared by
professional calligraphers.
A variety of emblem options are also
available, ranging from flora and fauna
designs to emblems of societies and
organisations, regimental badges,
crests and illuminated letters.
It is also possible to provide your own
artwork subject to MCB approval.

PRICES
Minimum entry 2 lines
Maximum entry 8 lines

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Brick Niche Wall (single)
Brick Niche Wall (double)
Brick Niche Wall 2nd inscription
Granite Niche Wall – Rose Garden or Mausoleum
Granite Niche Wall

14

$713.00
$958.00
$542.00
$1228.00
$1011.00

C
G
C
C

NAME TEXT
To appear on the first line, surname first in red, first names in black
GENERAL TEXT
Remaining text in black
Two lines
Each additional line (maximum eight lines)
Emblem (minimum five lines)
Personal copy of page entry

$590.00
$64.00
$442.00
$536.00

KARRAKATTA

ARBOR LANE

STANDARD ROSE

A memorial lane bordered by Standard Roses with garden
benches spaced throughout.

An eternal favourite, the Standard Rose features in several
locations across the Cemetery. These beautiful memorials can
accommodate up to four plaques.

Each standard rose in
Arbor Lane represents
a memorial location.
Families purchasing
a Standard Rose
are reserving a total
of 4 positions, each
with a 229 x 229mm
bronze plaque with a
concrete base.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
First inscription
Additional inscriptions
* Limited availability on this item.

$7442.00*
$1427.00

E

First inscription in a bed (143 x 117 plaque)
First inscription – individual position
(143 x 117 plaque)
Additional inscriptions – in a bed
Additional inscriptions – individual position
Small granite base (optional extra)
First inscription in a bed (229 x 229 plaque)
First inscription – individual position
(229 x 229 plaque)
Additional inscriptions – in a bed
Additional inscriptions – individual position
Large granite base (optional extra)

$11,869.00

C

$16,342.00

C

$685.00
$1011.00
$380.00
$12,096.00

E

$16,570.00

E

$917.00
$1242.00
$486.00
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KARRAKATTA

ROSE GROUND NICHE

ROSE MEMORIAL

The Rose Ground Niche memorial, featured throughout the
splendid rose gardens at Karrakatta Cemetery, continues to be
a popular memorial choice for many families.

A selection of colourful rose gardens for the placement of
individual or family memorials are featured throughout Karrakatta
Cemetery. Each rose bush can accommodate up to four memorial
plaques. The Rose Memorial plaque is made from high quality
bronze that develops a beautiful patina as it ages. Many families
choose to enhance their plaque with a stylish granite base.

For those wishing to plan for the
future, it is often advisable to
purchase the position adjacent
to your first niche. This will
enable family members to be
commemorated side by side.
Rose Ground Niches are provided
with a standard concrete base.
Further details regarding plaque
options can be found on pages
52–55 of this guide.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Ground Niche plaque (includes concrete base)
Granite base (optional)
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$3104.00
$486.00

E

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
First inscription bronze (includes concrete base)
Additional inscriptions (bronze)
Granite base (optional extra on bronze plaque)

$5873.00
$1282.00
$380.00

C

KARRAKATTA

CHILDREN’S
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Karrakatta Cemetery offers special gardens
to commemorate children aged from
0 to 13 years.

INFANTS’ BUTTERFLY GARDEN

The Infants’ Butterfly Garden has been designed to meet the special needs of
families who have suffered the loss of an infant or very young child. The garden
has specially selected flowers and plants which attract butterflies all year round.
The Infants’ Butterfly Garden is a
contemporary yet timeless concept.
We recommend that clients take the time to
visit and spend time in the Butterfly Garden
prior to their memorial appointment. This will
enable you to experience the serene garden
first hand.

The Children’s Memorial Garden has a serene ambience
with a traditional gazebo – a beautiful place to reflect and
remember. A variety of differing memorialisation options are
available throughout the garden.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Garden of Remembrance
Ground Niche
Children’s Granite base
(optional)

$761.00
$1852.00
$486.00

A
E

Butterfly Plaque

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Butterfly Plaque on Earth Ribbon
Memorial trees (first inscription)
(additional inscriptions)

$604.00
$5169.00
$822.00

P
C
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PINNAROO VALLEY MEMORIAL PARK

A NATIVE BUSHLAND
RETREAT FOR
REFLECTION
AND RECREATION
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Santalum Court
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Memorial Gardens
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Limestone Memorial Rocks
Family Trees
Granite Niche Walls
Zamia Court
Sir Thomas Meagher Vista Memorials
Reflection Walls
Magpie Loop
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PINNAROO

TREES OF LIFE

MEMORIAL SEAT

Hand carved from Donnybrook stone, the Trees of Life support
a number of bronze leaves each of which provides a heartfelt way
in which to commemorate a loved one.

The unique wooden memorial seats featured at Pinnaroo Valley
Memorial Park are manufactured in Western Australia and are
a popular memorial choice for many families.

Placed for those families who have decided to retain the ashes of a loved one
at home or to have scattered them in a place of significance, the trees provide a
tranquil place for friends and family to focus, visit and reflect.

A Memorial Seat provides family and friends with a tranquil place for reflection
and commemoration.

Designed to preserve the memory of a loved one for the many generations that
follow, each autumn coloured bronze leaf is complemented by a perpetual record
within the cemetery registers. So as to establish a site of cross-generational
import, some families opt to purchase an entire branch.

Due to high demand, the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board is unable to guarantee the
availability of seating all year round.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Bronze leaf – Chapel Precinct
Bronze leaf – Hibbertia Way

$622.00
$776.00

J
J

Up to four people can be commemorated on each memorial seat.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Memorial Seat
Additional inscriptions

$15,250.00
$419.00

B

Plaques are offered in Traditional Brown, Maroon,
Dark Green or Heritage Green.

19

PINNAROO

SANTALUM COURT
An Australian bushland styled creek provides
a serene and peaceful environment for
reflection in which the sound of flowing
water abounds.
Tucked within a naturally shaded bushland pocket, the
rambling pathways of Santalum Court provide a uniquely
Australian location in which to commemorate a loved one.
The area features two significant landscaping features;
a flowing creek bordered by limestone memorial rocks
and a viewing deck featuring a sculptured wrought iron
Remembrance Vine crafted by Western Australian Artist,
Wayne Jeffery.
Reflection rocks dotted alongside the stream and leaves
upon the Remembrance Vine provide unique options for
commemoration.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Santalum Creek Rock 143 x 117mm plaque*
Vine of Remembrance Leaf in Autumnal Shade (Plaque K)*
Vine of Remembrance Deck Plaque
Memorial Bench (Plaque B)

$2995.00
$1035.00
$1470.00
$15,250.00

C
K
B
B

*Note: Santalum Creek Rocks and positions on the Vine of Remembrance
can commemorate one individual. Those wishing to commemorate additional family
members should consider reserving subsequent positions at the time of their first
commemoration.
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PINNAROO

GROUND NICHE

MEMORIAL GARDENS

The Ground Niche is a larger size memorial that has been a
popular memorialisation choice for many families.

Memorial gardens are located throughout Pinnaroo. In keeping with
the natural bushland theme of the park, all gardens feature native
and bushland style plantings.

The Garden Ground Niche is available in a
variety of native gardens across the cemetery.
A limited number of Premium Ground Niches
offering elevated or distinctly unique locations
are also available.
Particularly unique, the Island Ground Niche
is located on Sir Thomas Meagher Island and
is accessed via an over-water boardwalk.
For those wishing to plan for the future, it
is often advisable to purchase the position
adjacent to your first niche. This will enable
family members to be commemorated side
by side.
Garden Ground Niches are provided with a
standard concrete base. The introduction of
granite bases for ground niches has become a
popular upgrade option and allows families to
add the look of natural stone to their memorial.
Granite colour samples are reproduced on
page 53 of this guide.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Bush Walk Ground Niche (includes concrete base)
Garden Ground Niche (includes concrete base)
Premium Ground Niche
Island Ground Niche
Granite base (optional)

$1266.00
$1852.00
$2405.00
$3104.00
$486.00

E
E
E
E

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Bronze Plaque

$888.00

B
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PINNAROO

LIMESTONE MEMORIAL ROCKS

BOOK OF
REMEMBRANCE

Housed within the Pinnaroo Chapel Complex,
the Book of Remembrance is a thoughtful way
to commemorate a life.
Each page is dedicated to a day of the year, and the pages
are turned to correspond with the current date.
You can designate a preferred memorialisation date – for
instance, it may coincide with the anniversary of the person’s
death, or their birthday, or any other significant date.
 he inscriptions are prepared by professional calligraphers.
T
A variety of emblem options are also available, ranging from
flora and fauna designs
to emblems of societies
and organisations,
regimental badges,
crests and illuminated
letters. It is also possible
to provide your own
artwork.
Minimum entry 2 lines. Maximum entry 8 lines
NAME TEXT
To appear on the first line, surname first in red, first
names in black
GENERAL TEXT
Remaining text in black
Two lines
Each additional line (maximum eight lines)
Emblem (minimum five lines)
Personal copy of page entry

22

$590.00
$64.00
$442.00
$536.00

A Limestone Memorial Rock with a bronze plaque is a bold and naturally distinctive
commemorative feature. With no two rocks being identical, they are a unique way
to commemorate a loved one.
Memorial Rocks are available in two categories.
Due to variations in rock texture and the danger of
rocks fracturing with repeated plaque applications, only
one plaque can be affixed to each rock. For standard
rocks, the 229 x 229mm plaque is utilised. For large
rocks, families can choose between the 229 x 229mm
plaque or the 381 x 216mm plaque option.
A Memorial Rock equates to four memorial positions
with one plaque affixed to the rock and additional
plaques placed at the base.
A variety of Memorial Rocks are situated in different
locations across Pinnaroo.
If the rocks that are currently available are not to your
liking, we may be able to offer a customisation service*.
Further details regarding personalised memorials are
available on page 51 of this guide.
Please note: Supply of suitable sizes in limestone rocks
varies considerably. Although the Metropolitan Cemeteries
Board endeavours to have all sizes available, sometimes
we are unable to do so.
* Additional charges apply.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Standard Rocks
Large Rocks
Additional Inscriptions

$7104.00
$11,055.00
$826.00

E
E or H

PINNAROO

FAMILY TREES

GRANITE NICHE WALLS

A native tree creates a unique living memorial for an individual or a group of up
to four. In keeping with the environment, trees are selected from native species
ranging from Grass Trees to large Tuart or Jarrah Trees.

A number of niche walls, finished in Uluru Haze red granite,
are offered within the Cassia Court precinct. These
memorials offer a serene and reflective vista over several
decorative ponds. For those wishing to commemorate two
family members side by side, it is recommended that the
adjacent position be reserved alongside the first.

Memorial trees can accommodate up to
four positions. A range of plaque options
are available, however the same size
plaque must be used for all memorials
beneath the same tree. The purchase
price incorporates one 229 x 229mm
plaque. For those seeking a larger plaque
this can be upgraded to 380 x 280mm
or 560 x 305mm plaque. It is possible to
personalise the plaque with the addition
of emblems, borders, photographs and
different fonts.
Availability of stock can be limited at
certain times.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Memorial Tree/Grass Tree – small
Memorial Tree/Grass Tree – medium
Memorial Tree/Grass Tree – large

$5766.00
$8424.00
$16,793.00

E
E
E

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Granite Niche Wall

$1521.00

C
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PINNAROO

ZAMIA COURT

SIR THOMAS MEAGHER
VISTA MEMORIALS

A memorial area for families.

Close to the city yet so far away…

Zamia Court is a family burial
and memorial court that has
been designed to offer families
relaxed flower and ornamentation
guidelines within an area
specifically reserved for the
memorialisation of children
(up to 13 years).

Sir Thomas Meagher Lake, with its meandering boardwalk
seems far removed from the city in which we live. The
sound of water lapping the shoreline, the noises of local
animal life and the uniquely landscaped natural surrounds
make Sir Thomas Meagher Lake the memorial centrepiece
of Pinnaroo Valley.
Located alongside the Sir Thomas Meagher Boardwalk,
Vista Memorials offer the capacity to commemorate two
family members side by side. With a large plaque offering
the capacity for considerable personalisation and a backing
plaque that can also be personalised, the Vista Memorial is a popular choice for
those seeking to commemorate a loved one in a beautiful waterside location.

The Court has been themed in
recognition of Pinnaroo Valley’s
involvement in the last great
livestock drive north.
Only in this special area of
Pinnaroo are tributes in the form
of small ornamental windmills,
figurines and toys permitted.
These items are not allowed in any
other area of the park and must
not exceed 300mm in height within
Zamia Court. Copies of the park's
Flower and Ornament Policy are
available from the administration
building or by visiting us online at
www.mcb.wa.gov.au

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Garden Ground Niche (Children’s)
Star or Butterfly plaque on base
Butterfly Plaque on Earth Ribbon

24

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES

$1852.00
$645.00
$604.00

E
P
P

Boardwalk Vista Memorial*
Boardwalk Vista second inscription (replacement
plaque)
Boardwalk Vista second inscription (detachable plate)
*Single or dual plaque option

$4857.00
$1025.00
$419.00

F

PINNAROO

REFLECTION WALLS

MAGPIE LOOP

A popular choice for commemoration.

A memorial area for the environmentally conscious.

Reflection Walls offer an elevated memorial position with many Pinnaroo walls
being located alongside or within close proximity to the ornamental lakes and
waterways within the park.

Recognising the potential environmental impact of plastic or artificial flowers,
Magpie Loop has been developed as a memorial area for those families that may
prefer to memorialise in a tribute free area. Fresh floral tributes are permitted in
Magpie Loop only in the initial month following ashes interment.

The 190 x 190mm Reflection Wall offers a single commemoration whilst the large
380 x 280mm Reflection Wall offers the ability to commemorate two individuals
on the one plaque. If families wish to commemorate two family members side
by side with the 190 x 190mm option, then the adjacent position should be
purchased.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Premium Reflection Wall (190 x 190mm)
Cassia Court Reflection Wall (190 x 190mm)
Premium Reflection Wall (380 x 280mm)

$2585.00
$1471.00
$5484.00

D
D
F

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Premium Ground Niche
Memorial Garden

$2405.00
$888.00

E
B
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FREMANTLE CEMETERY

ECHOING THE
HISTORY OF
A COLOURFUL
PORT CITY

Trees of Life
Memorial Seats
Garden Ground Niche
Garden of Remembrance
Reflection Walls
Limestone Memorial Rocks
Maritime Memorial Gardens
Granite Niche Walls
Standard Rose
Mausoleum Niches
Family Shrubs & Trees
Rose Ground Niche
Rose Memorial

27
27
28
28
29
30
30
31
31
32
33
34
34

FREMANTLE

TREES OF LIFE

MEMORIAL SEATS

With one tree carved from the finest granite and the other from
Donnybrook Stone, the Tree of Life supports a number of bronze
leaves each of which provides a heartfelt way to commemorate
the life of a loved one.

The unique beauty of natural stone provides a timeless and
enduring way to commemorate a loved one through the range of
Granite Memorial Seats that are available at Fremantle Cemetery.

Placed for those families who have decided to retain the ashes of a loved one
at home or to have scattered them in a place of significance, the tree provides a
tranquil place for friends and family to focus, visit and reflect.

Granite Memorial Seats are available for purchase at a variety of differing garden
locations. The purchase price includes one 229 x 229mm plaque that can be
affixed to the seat or placed underneath. A range of additional plaques are
offered for those families wishing to place a larger plaque on their seat (additional
charges apply).

Designed to preserve the memory of a loved one for the many generations that
follow, each autumn coloured bronze leaf is complemented by a perpetual record
within the cemetery registers. So as to establish a site of cross-generational
import, some families opt to purchase an entire branch.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Bronze leaf (Granite)
Bronze leaf (Donnybrook Stone)
Plaques are offered in Traditional Brown, Maroon,
Dark Green or Heritage Green.

$622.00
$776.00

J
J

Up to four people can be commemorated on each seat.

Six different granite colour options are available.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
First inscription (includes 229 x 229mm plaque)

$8201.00

E

Please be sure to mention your colour preference when scheduling your memorial
appointment.

27

FREMANTLE

GARDEN GROUND NICHE

GARDEN OF REMEMBRANCE

The Garden Ground Niche is a larger size memorial that has
become a popular memorialisation choice for many families.

Gardens of Remembrance are located throughout Fremantle
Cemetery.

The Garden Ground Niche is available in select gardens across the cemetery.
For those wishing to plan for the future, it is often advisable to purchase the
position adjacent to your first niche. This will enable family members to be
commemorated side by side.
The introduction of granite bases for niches has become a popular upgrade
option and allows families to add the look of natural stone to their memorial.
Granite colour samples are reproduced on page 53 of this guide.
Garden Ground Niches are provided with a standard concrete base.
Further details regarding plaque options can be found on pages 52–55 of
this guide.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Garden Ground Niche (includes concrete base)
Garden Ground Niche (Frontage Precinct)
Granite base (optional)

28

1852.00

$

$1266.00
$486.00

E
E
E

Garden of Remembrance Bronze plaque (shrub)
(136 x 75mm)
Garden of Remembrance Lakes Precinct
(90 x 77mm)
Garden of Remembrance Rose (136 x 75mm)
Traditional Garden of Remembrance (75 x 62mm)

761.00

A

$902.00

M
A
I

$

$998.00
$705.00

FREMANTLE

REFLECTION WALLS
Reflection Walls are a popular choice to commemorate a loved one.
Reflection Walls utilise a 190 x 190mm plaque (single) or 381 x 216mm plaque
(double). For those wishing to plan for the future we often suggest that it is
advisable to purchase the position adjacent. This will enable family members to
be commemorated side by side.
Reflection Walls are located within Sainsbury Memorial Gardens and offer a vista
of limestone walls complemented by an array of plantings. A number of walls are
located alongside water features.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Sainsbury Gardens Reflection Wall (Single)

$1471.00

D

Sainsbury Gardens Reflection Wall (Double)

$2895.00

H
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FREMANTLE

LIMESTONE MEMORIAL
ROCKS

MARITIME MEMORIAL GARDENS

A Limestone Memorial Rock with a bronze plaque is a bold and
naturally distinctive commemorative feature. With no two rocks
being identical, they are a unique way to commemorate a loved one.
Memorial Rocks at Fremantle Cemetery are available in standard and large sizes*.
Standard rocks utilise a 229 x 229mm plaque. For large rocks, families can choose
between the 229 x 229mm plaque or the 381 x 216mm plaque. Memorial Rocks
offer four memorial positions.
*Note – Supply of suitable sizes in limestone rocks varies considerably. Although the
Metropolitan Cemeteries Board endeavours to have all sizes available, sometimes we
are unable to do so.

Drawing inspiration from Fremantle’s maritime history and the
large associated fishing fleet, the Maritime Memorial Gardens
provide a suite of memorial options.
For those wishing to plan for the future when purchasing a Reflection Garden
position, it is often advisable to purchase the position adjacent to your first.
This will enable family members to be commemorated side by side.
Feature rocks within the Maritime Rockery are available in small, medium and
larger sizes. Dependent on the individual rock, feature rocks can offer between
one and three memorial positions. Plaque availability is determined by the size
of the rock and its position on the rockery.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Reflection Garden memorial

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Standard Rocks
Large Rocks
Additional Inscriptions

30

$7104.00
$11,055.00
$826.00

E
E or H

Maritime Rockery
Small rock (143 x 117mm plaque)
Medium rock (190 x 190mm or 229 x 229mm
plaque)
Larger rock (229 x 229mm or 381 x 216mm
plaque)

$1297.00

D

$2030.00

C

$3598.00

D or E

$5398.00

E or H

FREMANTLE

GRANITE NICHE WALLS

STANDARD ROSE

Granite Niche Walls at Fremantle Cemetery are located within
several of the newer gardens.

An eternal favourite, the Standard Roses at Fremantle Cemetery
are truly glorious. These beautiful standard rose memorials,
available in a range of differing varieties, can accommodate up
to four plaques (subject to availability).

Niche Walls offer a durable bronze plaque and traditional form of commemoration.
If wishing to plan for the future, it is advisable to purchase the second position
concurrently with the first.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Niche Wall – Sainsbury Gardens
Niche Wall – Jamieson Gardens (Rose)

$1011.00
$1228.00

C
C

First inscription in a bed (143 x 117 plaque)
First inscription – individual position
(143 x 117 plaque)
Additional inscriptions – in a bed
Additional inscriptions – individual position
Small granite base (optional extra)
First inscription in a bed (229 x 229 plaque)
First inscription – individual position
(229 x 229 plaque)
Additional inscriptions – in a bed
Additional inscriptions – individual position
Large granite base (optional extra)

$11,869.00

C

$16,342.00

C

$685.00
$1011.00
$380.00

12,096.00

E

16,570.00
$
917.00
$
1242.00
$
486.00

E

$

$
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FREMANTLE

MAUSOLEUM NICHES
Display Niches at the Fremantle Mausoleum provide a unique memorial option for those wishing to commemorate a loved one within
a secluded and serene environment.
Each display niche comprises a single compartment in which families can
inter ashes and/or display memorabilia. A variety of urns are available from the
office at Fremantle Cemetery (additional charges apply), however families are
welcome to provide their own receptacle as long as it is deemed appropriate for
ashes storage. Initial placement of the receptacle and any memorabilia is also
incorporated within the price*. Each niche is provided with a standard 125 x 75mm
silver anodised plaque.

* Placement of additional memorabilia or reorganisation of existing items incurs
an additional charge.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Display Niches

32

$4640.00

L

FREMANTLE

FAMILY SHRUBS & TREES
From Australian favourites such as Eucalypts and Grass Trees to exotics such as Frangipanis, Magnolias and Jacarandas, there is a
wide variety of beautiful trees at Fremantle Cemetery that are available for commemoration. To simplify your selection, we have
divided trees into small, medium and large categories.
Family shrubs and trees offer the opportunity to commemorate up to four family
members.
A popular choice for those seeking a unique memorial option, a number of
classical standard style propagations including Cumquats, Rosemary and Olive
plants, are also offered.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Medium Trees
Large Trees
Standard Propagation (Shrub)
– 143 x 117mm plaque
Standard Propagation (Shrub)
– 229 x 229mm plaque

$15,326.00

E
E

$7260.00

C

$7477.00

E

$8424.00

33

FREMANTLE

ROSE GROUND NICHE

ROSE MEMORIAL

The Rose Ground Niche memorial
continues to be a popular choice for
many families.

A selection of colourful rose gardens for the placement of individual
or family memorials are featured throughout Fremantle Cemetery.
Rose varieties vary. Each rose bush can accommodate up to four
memorial plaques. The Rose Memorial plaque is made from a
high-quality bronze that develops a beautiful patina as it ages.

For those wishing to plan for the future, it is often
advisable to purchase the position adjacent to
your first niche. This will enable family members to
be commemorated side by side.
Rose Ground Niches are available in standard
and small sizes at Fremantle Cemetery. All niches
are provided with a standard concrete base.
Further details regarding plaque options can be
found on pages 52–55 of this guide.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Standard Niche
Small Niche
Premium Niche (includes granite base) – Gazebo
and Amongst the Roses Estate Locations

34

$2439.00

E
C

$3991.00

E

$

3104.00

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
First inscription bronze (includes concrete base)
Additional inscriptions (bronze)
Granite base (optional extra on bronze plaque)

$5873.00
$1282.00
$380.00

C

MIDLAND AND GUILDFORD CEMETERIES

HISTORIC LANDMARKS
IN THE SWAN VALLEY

Memorial Seats
The Tree of Life
Memorial Gardens
Garden Ground Niche
Rose Memorial
Guildford Niche Walls
Midland Reflection Wall

36
36
37
37
38
38
39

MIDLAND & GUILDFORD

MEMORIAL SEATS

THE TREE OF LIFE

The unique beauty of natural stone provides a timeless and
enduring way to commemorate a loved one through the range
of Granite Memorial Seats that are available at Midland and
Guildford Cemeteries.

Hand carved from the finest granite, the Tree of Life at Midland
Cemetery supports a number of bronze leaves each of which
provides a heartfelt way to commemorate the life of a loved one.

A memorial seat provides family
and friends with a tranquil place
for reflection and commemoration
amongst the gardens of this small
and intimate cemetery in the Swan
Valley region. Up to four people can
be commemorated on each seat.

Placed for those families who have decided to retain the ashes of a loved one
at home or to have scattered them in a place of significance, the tree provides a
tranquil place for friends and family to focus, visit and reflect.
Designed to preserve the memory of a loved one for the many generations that
follow, each autumn coloured bronze leaf is complemented by a perpetual record
within the cemetery registers.

Six different granite colour options
are available. The purchase price
includes one 229 x 229mm plaque
that can be affixed to the seat or
placed underneath. A range of
additional plaques are offered for
those families wishing to place
a larger plaque on their seat
(additional charges apply).

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
First inscription (includes 229 x 229mm plaque)

$8201.00

E

Please be sure to mention your colour preference when scheduling your memorial
appointment.

36

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Bronze Leaf

$622.00

J

Plaques are offered in Traditional Brown, Maroon, Dark Green or Heritage Green.

MIDLAND & GUILDFORD

MEMORIAL GARDENS

GARDEN GROUND NICHE

Memorial gardens are located throughout Midland and
Guildford Cemeteries.

The Garden Ground Niche is a larger size memorial that has been a
popular memorialisation choice for many families.
The Garden Ground Niche is
available in a variety of gardens at
Midland and Guildford Cemeteries.
For those wishing to plan for the
future, it is often advisable to
purchase the position adjacent
to your first niche. This will
enable family members to be
commemorated side by side.
The introduction of granite bases
for Ground Niches has become a
popular upgrade option and allows
families to add the look of natural
stone to their memorial. Granite
colour samples are reproduced on
page 53 of this guide.
Garden Ground Niches are provided
with a standard concrete base.
Further details regarding plaque
options can be found on pages
52–55 of this guide.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Memorial Garden (Bronze)

$888.00

B

Ground Niche plaque (includes concrete base)
Rose Ground Niche (Guildford only)
Granite base (optional)

$1852.00
$3104.00
$486.00

E
E

37

MIDLAND & GUILDFORD

ROSE MEMORIAL

GUILDFORD NICHE WALLS

A number of Rose Memorials, generally the red rose Courage,
have been made available at Guildford Cemetery.

The Blue Pearl Granite Wall is a popular choice at Guildford
Cemetery.

These rose memorials are of the small standard propagated style and can
accommodate up to four memorial plaques. The Rose Memorial plaque is made
from high quality bronze that develops a beautiful patina as it ages. Many families
choose to enhance their plaque with the addition of a granite base.

For those wishing to plan for the future, it is often advisable to purchase the
position adjacent to your first niche. This will enable family members to be
commemorated side by side.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
First inscription bronze (includes concrete base)
Additional inscriptions (Bronze)
Granite base (optional)

38

$5873.00
$1282.00
$380.00

C

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Blue Pearl Granite Wall

$1521.00

C

MIDLAND & GUILDFORD

MIDLAND REFLECTION WALL
Nestled within the bushland of Jarrah Walk at Midland Cemetery, the limestone
Reflection Wall offers the peaceful surrounds of the Australian Bush in which to
commemorate a loved one.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Reflection Wall (190 x 190mm)

$1183.00

D

39

ROCKINGHAM REGIONAL MEMORIAL PARK

A PEACEFUL
ENVIRONMENT
FOR CONTEMPLATION
AND COMMEMORATION

Granite Memorial Seats
Garden of Remembrance
Reflection Walls
Garden Ground Niche
Limestone Rockery and
Individual Rocks
Family Trees
Granite Niche Walls

41
41
42
42
43
43
44

ROCKINGHAM

GRANITE MEMORIAL SEATS

GARDEN OF REMEMBRANCE

The unique beauty of natural stone provides a timeless and
enduring way to commemorate a loved one through the range
of Granite Memorial Seats that are available at Rockingham
Regional Memorial Park.

A Garden of Remembrance plaque offers families a dignified yet
simple choice for a memorial.

Up to four people can be commemorated on each seat.
The purchase price includes one 229 x 229mm plaque that can be affixed to the seat
or placed underneath. A range of additional plaques are offered for those families
wishing to place a larger plaque on their seat (additional charges apply). Six different
granite colour options are available.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
First inscription (includes 229 x 229mm plaque)

$8201.00

E

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Garden of Remembrance (shrub)

$761.00

A

Please be sure to mention your colour preference when scheduling your memorial
appointment.

41

ROCKINGHAM

REFLECTION WALLS

GARDEN GROUND NICHE

A popular choice for
commemoration.

The Garden Ground Niche is a larger
size memorial that has become a popular
memorialisation choice for many families.

Reflection Walls offer an elevated
memorial position in a landscaped
garden environment.

For those wishing to plan for the future, it is often
advisable to purchase the position adjacent to
your first niche. This will enable family members to
be commemorated side by side.

The 190 x 190mm Reflection Wall offers
a single commemoration whilst the large
380 x 280mm Reflection Wall offers the
ability to commemorate two individuals
on the one plaque.

Garden Ground Niches are provided with a standard
concrete base. The introduction of granite bases
for Ground Niches has become a popular upgrade
option and allows families to add the look of natural
stone to their memorial. Granite colour samples are
reproduced on page 53 of this guide.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Reflection Wall (190 x 190mm)
Reflection Wall (380 x 280mm)
* Limited availability on this item.

42

$1471.00
$2895.00*

D
F

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Ground Niche (includes concrete base)
Granite Base (optional)

$1852.00
$

486.00

E

ROCKINGHAM

LIMESTONE ROCKERY AND
INDIVIDUAL ROCKS

FAMILY TREES
A native tree or shrub creates a unique living memorial for an
individual or a group of up to four. A selection of shrubs and trees
has been made available at Rockingham Regional Memorial Park.
To simplify your selection, we have divided shrubs into the categories
of smaller, medium and larger specimens.

A Memorial Rock within the limestone
rockery or an individual family rock
at Rockingham Regional Memorial
Park is a bold and naturally distinctive
commemorative feature. With no two
rocks being identical, they are a unique
way to commemorate a loved one.

Memorial shrubs and trees can accommodate up to four positions. A variety of
plaque options are available.

Rocks within the rockery offer between one
and four memorial positions. Only one memorial
plaque, either a 229 x 229mm or 143 x 117mm
plaque, can be affixed to each rock. In some
instances additional positions on the rock can
be denoted by the placement of plaques at the
base of the rock. Individual rocks are available
in standard and large sizes.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICES
Smaller Rock in rockery (143 x 117mm plaque)
Medium Rock in rockery (190 x 190mm or
229 x 229mm plaque)
Large Rock in rockery (229 x 229mm or
381 x 216mm plaque)
Standard Rock (individual)
Large Rock (individual)

$2030.00

C

$3598.00

D or E

PRICES

$5398.00

E or H
E
H

Smaller Trees/Shrubs
Medium Trees
Large Trees

$7104.00
$11,055.00

PLAQUE
CODE
$5766.00
$8424.00
$15,326.00

C
E
E

43

ROCKINGHAM

GRANITE NICHE WALLS
The Granite Niche Walls at Rockingham Regional Memorial Park
are constructed of a rich, red earthy coloured granite.
For those wishing to plan for the future, it is often advisable to purchase the
position adjacent to your first niche. This will enable family members to be
commemorated side by side.

PLAQUE
CODE

PRICE
Niche Wall (single)

44

$1011.00

C

PLAQUE
ECHOING THE
INSCRIPTION
GUIDELINES
HISTORYAND
OF
INFORMATION

A COLOURFUL
PORT CITY

Each memorial is inclusive of a
particular
size and style of plaque. 30
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When
perusing
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of choice you will 32
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33
note
that each memorial option refers
Book of Remembrance
33
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Limestone Memorial Rocks
34
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and
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35
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inscription
guidelines
for your plaque.36
Standard Niche Walls
Zamia Court
Sir Thomas Meagher
Vista Memorials
Reflection Walls
Magpie Loop

36
37

38
39
40

PLAQUE INFORMATION

YOUR MEMORIAL PLAQUE
INSCRIPTION GUIDELINES
Development of a heartfelt and
considered inscription is a difficult
task for many families and one that
takes significant, and often collective
thought.
Prior to coming to your scheduled
consultation, we would ask that you
consider your inscription and come
with a draft inscription prepared.
So as to ensure legibility of
inscriptions, each plaque size
generally comes with recommended
inscription guidelines. These
guidelines include an allocation for
the Surname Text, Name Text and
General Text. Each memorial outlined
in this publication has detailed
inscription guidelines.
The allocation includes the number
of characters (letters and numbers)
and the number of lines (rows) on
the plaque. Each letter or number,
including any punctuation and spaces
between words is included within the
character allowance.

• The Surname Text is generally the
family name of the deceased
• The Name Text is the first name
(or names) of the deceased
• The General Text is normally the
inscription comprising a personal
message and key dates.

Surname Text
Name Text
General Text

When drafting your inscription, please
be sure of spelling and punctuation.
If a proof is requested, you will have
the opportunity to check that all
details are correct.
Whilst our staff will take all care
possible in the entering of inscriptions
into the plaque ordering systems,
the overall responsibility for what will
appear on the plaque rests with the
family at the point when the proof is
provided for approval.

Counting your characters
When drafting your inscription, please remember that the spaces in between words and any punctuation are all
counted as characters. For example, the following sentence contains 47 characters:

DON ’ T

FORGE T

THA T

SPACES

AND

P UN C T U A T I ON

COU N T !

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
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PLAQUE SPECIFICATIONS

PLAQUE A

Bronze 136 x 75mm

PLAQUE D

6 lines in total.

12 lines in total.

NAME TEXT
15 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

NAME TEXT
21 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

GENERAL TEXT
23 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 4 lines.

PLAQUE B

Bronze 150 x 75mm
6 lines in total.

GENERAL TEXT
30 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 10 lines.

PLAQUE E

Bronze 229 x 229mm
10 lines in total.

NAME TEXT
16 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

NAME TEXT
16 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

GENERAL TEXT
24 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 4 lines.

PLAQUE C

Bronze 190 x 190mm

GENERAL TEXT
34 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 8 lines.

Bronze 143 x 117mm
8 lines in total.
NAME TEXT
15 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.
GENERAL TEXT
23 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 6 lines.

PLAQUE F

Bronze 380 x 280mm
8 lines in total.
NAME TEXT
24 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.
GENERAL TEXT
40 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 6 lines.
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PLAQUE SPECIFICATIONS

PLAQUE G

PLAQUE H

PLAQUE I

Bronze 385 x 117mm (double)

Bronze Leaf 100 x 40mm

1 line on backing plate. 6 lines on
detachable plates.

4 lines in total.

NAME TEXT
15 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

NAME TEXT
19 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

GENERAL TEXT
24 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 4 lines.

GENERAL TEXT
19 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

Bronze 381 x 216mm

PLAQUE K

Bronze Leaf 130 x 45mm

10 lines in total.

4 lines in total.

NAME TEXT
16 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

NAME TEXT
19 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

GENERAL TEXT
34 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 8 lines.

GENERAL TEXT
19 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

Aluminium or White Plastic 75 x 62mm
6 lines in total.
NAME TEXT
20 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.
GENERAL TEXT
23 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 4 lines.
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PLAQUE J

PLAQUE SPECIFICATIONS

PLAQUE L

Anodised Silver 125 x 75mm

PLAQUE N

6 lines in total.

4 lines in total.

AVAILABLE COLOURS
Anodised Silver

NAME TEXT
16 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

NAME TEXT
25 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.
GENERAL TEXT
30 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 4 lines.

PLAQUE M

Bronze 229 x 115mm

GENERAL TEXT
34 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 2 lines.

PLAQUE O

Suitable for mounting on the top of the
granite seat and can accommodate two
memorial plates.

Bronze 77 x 90mm

 lease come in to see a full range of
P
plaque designs

7 lines in total.
NAME TEXT
14 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 1 line.
GENERAL TEXT
23 letters including spaces per line.
Up to 6 lines.

Bronze 560 x 305mm

PLAQUE P

Butterfly Shape Plaque
6 lines in total.
NAME TEXT
15 letters including spaces per line.
GENERAL TEXT
20 letters including spaces per line.
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ADDITIONAL
OPTIONS

Personalised Memorial Service
Urns & Keepsakes
Plaque Colour Options
Emblems
Granite Upgrades
Perpetual Flowers & Emblems
Borders
Optional Enhancements
Custom Plaques
General
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OPTIONS

PERSONALISED
MEMORIAL SERVICE
Karrakatta, Pinnaroo, Fremantle, Midland,
Guildford and Rockingham are distinctly
different cemeteries with unique landscaping
features. Special memorials include sundials,
birdbaths and arbours and may be expanded
to include other combinations and features
to create a Family Estate.*
You are welcome to contribute your personal ideas to create
a totally unique memorial for an individual, couple or a family.

*Family Estates can be individually designed according to
your preferences and can commemorate between two and
twelve family members.
Special memorials are individually priced and subject
to availability. To find out more about our wide range of
options, contact the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board and
arrange for an appointment at the cemetery of your choice.
We can also arrange digital appointments and can liaise
with you via telephone and online, if preferred.

Prices

BY QUOTATION

URNS & KEEPSAKES

Many people express the wish to retain the ashes of a loved one at home.
An elegant urn is a tasteful vessel for storing cremated remains, and many styles
are available from the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board.
It is also possible to divide the ashes of the deceased. With this option, more than one family member
may retain ashes. Division of ashes also enables the bereaved to arrange for memorialisation in a
cemetery in addition to retention of a portion of the ashes in an urn*.
A range of biodegradable urns that can be utilised for scattering or burying ashes are also offered.
Urn and Keepsake products are displayed at Karrakatta, Pinnaroo, Fremantle and Rockingham
Cemeteries. As selection is highly dependent on personal taste, we encourage you to visit our
showrooms.
*Please provide us with at least 24 hours advance notice should you wish to have ashes transferred or
divided.
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OPTIONS

PLAQUE COLOUR OPTIONS

Unless stated otherwise, all plaques are provided in the traditional brown colour.
For those wishing to change their plaque colour, a variety of colour options are
available. Samples of the most popular colours are provided below. A number of
additional colours are offered. Samples can be perused in our offices.

Black*

Pale Blue*

Blue*

Green*

Maroon*

Pink*

White*

Forest Green*

Lilac*

Ocean Green*

Pink Blush*

Purple*

Red*

EMBLEMS
There are two categories of emblems – Flat Relief and Bas Relief.
A Flat Relief emblem details the outline of an image.

A Bas Relief emblem is a raised, sculptured 3D image.

*Colour shades may vary from those pictured.
Price

$43.00

EMBLEMS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ADDITIONAL TEXT
For a more personalised memorial, it is possible to include emblems, photographs
or extra lines of text on many of the available plaques.

Extra line of text (standard bronze)
Emblems (medium)
Emblems (large)
True to Life photo (colour)
True to Life photo (black & white or sepia)
Bronze Portrait photo
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$57.00
$80.00
$91.00
$506.00
$359.00
$677.00

There are countless emblems that can be inserted onto plaques. Each engraver
has a list of categories to choose from. Some of the popular categories include
Animals, Sport and Recreation, Religion, Multicultural, Transport and Flora.
Discuss your emblem selection(s) with your consultant to ensure suitable style
and availability.

OPTIONS

GRANITE UPGRADES
FOR EXISTING AND NEW MEMORIAL PLAQUES
Granite bases – the perfect complement to many of the memorial plaques used
at all cemeteries.
It is a simple procedure to replace an existing concrete base with an elegant
granite one without disturbing any interred ashes.

PERPETUAL FLOWERS &
EMBLEMS
Coloured, sculpted, bas relief flowers and emblems for cremation plaques
including roses, poppies, daffodils, orchids, rainbows and teddy bears.
Perpetual flowers and emblems are a durable alternative to traditional tributes.
They can be added to a number of memorial plaques.

Perpetual Flower or Emblem

$124.00

This collection is elegant, classic and timeless – a perfect enhancement to an
existing bronze plaque.
Samples of the granite bases, which coordinate beautifully with our range of
coloured bronze plaques, are on display at our Karrakatta, Pinnaroo, Fremantle
and Rockingham offices.

Eucalypt*

Charismatic*

Blue Opal*

Angel White*

Uluru Haze*

Black Galaxy*

* Colour shades may vary slightly.
To suit 143 x 117mm plaque
To suit 229 x 229mm plaque

$380.00
$486.00
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OPTIONS

BORDERS
A decorative border can be added to any traditional non-design plaque. Although not exhaustive, the following examples are some of the most popular.

PRICES: Please discuss during your consultation.

OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENTS
SHADOWLINE

ARTISAN SERIES

INTEGRATED BRONZE

A shadowline plaque has an individual theme
design in the background of the plaque.

This series offers a range of flat relief drawing
backgrounds to suit individual needs.

Individualise your plaque with a choice of three
preset bas relief backgrounds to choose from,
allowing for one image to be added.

for sizes
229 x 229mm
380 x 280mm
560 x 305mm
Rose pattern
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$190.00

229 x 229mm
380 x 280mm
559 x 305mm

$80.00
$91.00
$91.00

229 x 229mm
380 x 280mm
559 x 305mm

$681.00

$900.00

$1340.00

NOTE: These options may not be available for all plaque sizes. Please discuss with a Memorial Consultant for
more information.

OPTIONS

CUSTOM PLAQUES
Lasting Memories and Fully Integrated Bronze Image plaques are a new option whereby families have the opportunity to enhance their standard bronze plaque to
become a pictorial based bronze plaque.

LASTING MEMORIES SERIES
Due to the detailed nature of the artwork on these plaques, a dual conversion plaque
upgrade is not suitable.
Extra images and characters can be added (fees apply) but, in the interest of not
cluttering the plaque, the manufacturer advises against this.
If opting for a custom plaque, we recommend that you select clear, high resolution
images and come to the consultation with a draft design and copies of the images
that can be forwarded to the manufacturer.

PRICES
PHOTO
ALLOWANCE

LETTER
ALLOWANCE

PRICE

560 x 305mm (single)*

4

75

$1861.00

380 x 280mm (single)*

3

75

$1652.00

380 x 216mm (single)*

3

75

$1506.00

229 x 229mm (single)†

2

40

$1165.00

SIZE
FULLY INTEGRATED BRONZE IMAGE

Extra photos
Extra characters per 10 at

$226.00
$14.00

† Please note that we may be unable to add additional letters to the 229 x 229mm
plaque option.
Plaques are available in traditional brown only.
* Note: These prices are in addition to the base price of the selected memorial.
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OPTIONS

GENERAL
PLACEMENT OF ASHES IN
A FAMILY GRAVE
It may be possible to place ashes
in an existing family grave in any one
of our cemeteries. In this instance,
a memorial plaque may be added
to the grave. In some cases it may
be necessary to renew the rights to
a grave.
Price

$311.00

SCATTERING OF ASHES
The Metropolitan Cemeteries Board
can arrange for the scattering of
ashes within any of our six cemeteries.
You may wish to commemorate the
scattering with a memorial plaque.
Price

COLLECTION OF ASHES
Following a cremation, the
Metropolitan Cemeteries Board places
the ashes in a special container,
securely labelled and stored. We are
able to make the ashes available for
collection 24 hours after receiving
written or verbal instructions from the
administrator of the funeral – that is,
the person who signed the ‘Permit to
Cremate’. If collecting ashes from an
alternative site to where the funeral
was held, please allow 72 hours.
For more information on the
procedures for collection, please
contact our staff.
Price

NO CHARGE

$190.00

REGISTRATION OF ASHES
Registration of ashes from a cemetery
or crematorium not operated by the
Metropolitan Cemeteries Board.
A copy of a cremation or death
certificate is required to register ashes.
Price
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$195.00

DOMESTIC POSTAGE OF
ASHES

ATTEND PLACEMENT
OF ASHES

Posting of ashes can be provided on
request. Ashes are sent via Australia
Post (registered) and with tracking.

You may wish to be present when
the ashes and plaque are placed.
Some families take this opportunity to
coordinate a small and intimate family
ceremony of their own accord.

Price

$

75.00

INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE
OF ASHES
International postage is provided
by quotation and where customs
regulations permit. Please contact
Client Services to discuss.

Price
Monday to Friday
Saturday

$228.00
$384.00

DIVISION OF ASHES
You may request a ‘division of ashes’
– that is ashes are divided into two
containers. This is a popular choice
for families living in different locations.
By dividing ashes, you can choose
to retain a portion at home whilst
establishing a memorial at one of
our cemeteries. Some families opt
to divide ashes into several small
commemorative urns.
Price

NO CHARGE

Railway Road Karrakatta
PO Box 53 Claremont WA 6910
Karrakatta | Pinnaroo | Fremantle | Midland | Guildford | Rockingham | Gnangara Aboriginal Cemetery
Telephone: 1300 793 109
Email: mcb@mcb.wa.gov.au
Website: www.mcb.wa.gov.au

